It is shown that a separable C*-algebra 91 is GCR if and only if the set of central projections in its enveloping von Neumann algebra 25 is generated, as a complete Boolean algebra, by the set of open, central projections in SB.
1. Let 31 be a C*-algebra, and SB its enveloping von Neumann algebra, that is, 23 = 71-^(31)", where 7r,4 is the direct sum of all cyclic representations of 31. The representation ttu is faithful, and we may therefore consider 3Í as a sub-C*-aIgebra of SB. To each (nondegenerate) representation tt of 21 there corresponds a projection E' e 23'=7ru(2I)' such that v may be identified with the map A e %~>AE' e 23£' [2, § §5 and 12] . A projection 1. 31 is CCR if and only if ^0 is strongly dense in 0>.
If 31 is GCR, then <^0) is strongly dense in &>.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a converse to 2, at least in the separable case.
For the general theory of C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras we refer the reader to the two books of Dixmier ( [2] , [3]), especially § §4,5 and 12 of [2] .
With notations as above we have:
Theorem.
For a separable C* -algebra 31 the following two conditions are equivalent :
(i) 31/5 GCR;
(ii) (¿^o) is strongly dense in 0>.
Proof. (i)=>(ii). See [5] . show that ôi = ô2-We argue by contradiction: Suppose Q1^Q2', then QxQo-0, by minimality. Let 0*,. denote the set of closed, central projections, i.e. &>={I-P; P e 90} and set 0>* = &>^kj&c.
Claim. There is a P e 9* such that QX<P and Q2^I-P.
Assume, for a moment, this has been proved, and, for definiteness, let P be open. Then there is an ideal J in 91 such that J=93jP, and consequently there is an A e J with AQx^0, since O^Q^P.On the other hand, AQ2=AP
• Q2(I-P)=AQ2P(I-P)=0, contradicting our assumption that ker 7^=ker tt2, and we are through. So it remains only to prove the Claim. Again we argue by contradiction: Assume there are distinct, minimal projections Qx and Q2 in 0 such that, (*) for all P e 9*, (I -P)QX # 0 or PQ2 # 0. Let Q = Qi+Q2 and consider the set: SP{Q) = {Peâ*;PQ = Q or PQ = 0}.
By (*)andby minimality of Qx and Q2, ¿P**^é?'(Q); and by minimality of <2i and Q2 again, ¿?(Q) is closed under finite unions, finite intersections and complementation. It follows that (0>o)=(0>*)c0>(Q). Now, by assumption there is a net {Pa} from (90) such that Px->-Q1 strongly, and, by minimality of Qt, we may assume P^ßi f°r a'l a-But then, since {&*)£: &(Q), also P^Qi+Qz for all a, and consequently Qx= limPjt^oi+ôï» contradiction.
